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The fresh candidates are always embezzled between these two defined sectors. There is no doubt
that that the young fresh candidates who have attained a good academic record hold so many
scopes for them. This is why they go on thinking about the job that they should take up. On best
research, you will get to know that the ample growth opportunities are available in the government
sector. You will have a promising career. You can go on giving exams and go on reaching higher
position in the government department. If you wish to jump to senior level from junior one, you will
have to qualify an examination first.

Well, the job options are broadly categorized in two ways in India that are the government jobs and
the private jobs

All those candidates who are always ready to take up the tough challenges, for them there is no job
that will bring up much difficulty. Both the private and public sector jobs are similar but permanence
is available in only the government sector. They can work out on all adversities. Among almost all
the Indians, there is a high tendency to bend towards the government sector. In last few years, there
is an increased craze observed amongst the young Indian job seekers.

Reasons for the craze for government sector jobs

This question pops up very commonly. The very first and most immediate answer to this question is
the pay package offered by the government departments. Just after the passing of the sixth pay
commission, there is a lucrative increment in the pay packages of all the government employees as
compared to the private counterparts. Other best possible reasons for this craze include the
retirement benefits such as LTC, pension facilities, and provident funds. These jobs are extremely
safe and secure until and unless you perform any illegal act. You can track these major factors
anytime. The probability of shutdown and dismantling is minimal in government sectors unlike the
private sectors. This is why the employees can perform peacefully until their retirement age with
complete mental security and assurance. You can provide your services to the organization till you
get the official retirement or on demand retirement. Government jobs are the best!
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